
< Click > This Will Destroy < Click > America <

In "Shame Stack" Anne Carson writes
There is a link
between shame and mercy people who
lack the one lack the other.
Mr T's lacks are manifest each time he speaks
but I don't know about HRC, so much fogged-in 
mystery.  You might say T is all surface & H all
depth.  But depth is murky:  who knows where 
complexity of personhood ends & hiding 
from self &/or others starts
or is it all simply one complex? 
And then the shades of shame:  for T
the ego so fragile it can contain nothing 
but the recoil of lashing out; for H
a swirl, self-shame, spousal, national, inter-
national shames... Such swirlings that 
finally spiral back to personal.
Shame-shifting through relived history.
"Oh, get up Mr Gadhafi, we only killed you
in the movies.  No?"
Muammar, emissary for thousands, rises,
straightens his spine & says, "You came, but
did not see though now you see we are not conquered.
America, with all your wealth & all your lacks
you are the Temple whose pillars are crumbling;
the force whose droning only fecundates Queen Death." 
And so it goes on and on:  T, the truth-shredder
schilling his omniscient Reality in tangerine dreams 
where he gathers the quasi-disenfranchised into his klan; 
H, a Greek Tragedy, with a Chorus each side of the orch-
extra, speeching & gesturing but not saying, while one chorus
whispers "Albright Rules; Tripoli; Benghazi; Gaza; Sana'a; Aleppo
leppo, lep..." & the other shouts "She for us:  we for her" 
so loud & fast it starts to sound as "She for her:  we for us"
"Aaeeeaa!  Aaeeeaa!" they  shout in unison
pi~a~nis~si~mo
/In a barely noticeable parenthesis 
Anti-Vietnam War poetry anthologies start falling
from stacks in used bookstores.  A glance shows 
them printed in an ink as faded as guilt 
in a Confessional\
co~da
It is equal to living in a tragic time
to live beside a tragic land:  rocks still
standing; war-plants still churning;
the choice between loss & loss
looming, looming. 


